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Welcome to
ARK CENTRE
Through our open and inclusive approach to Judaism, ARK Centre
has redefined the 21st Century synagogue within the context of
Modern Orthodoxy and with a greater focus on community needs.
Our multi-purpose space provides a home for enrichment and
engagement. ARK Centre and its members are passionate about
fostering community harmony, cultivating long term relationships
within and outside the Jewish community, and fighting against
discrimination and intolerance.
We hope you enjoy reading the 2022
edition of the ARK Times where you will
find a reflection of the past year.
You will also find an insight into the
journey of conversion, the work Rabbi
Gabi does behind the ‘ARK’ scenes, how
we celebrated smachot and chagim,
and how we got through the challenging
times. Different events & programs

facilitated by ARK, are all included in this
magazine.
We look forward to welcoming you
to ARK Centre and thank you for your
continued support.
ARK Centre acknowledges the
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples of this nation. We
acknowledge the traditional custodians

of the lands on which our organisation
is located and where we conduct our
activities. We pay our respects to
Elders, past, present and emerging.
ARK Centre is committed to honouring
Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander peoples’ unique cultural and
spiritual relationships to the land, waters
and seas, and their rich contribution to
society.

ARK Centre
7 Cato St. Hawthorn East VIC 3123
Phone: 03 8658 4044 Email: office@arkcentre.com.au Web: www.thearkcentre.org.au
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ARK provides a safe place to shed
the worries and concerns of the week
and under the unwavering guidance
of Rabbi Gabi, we hit the Spiritual
“Refresh” button ready to start again,
renewed and inspired.
– Viv Parry

Thanks to Ann Burmeister, Gila Germon, Ann Greiman & Gretchen Grodski,
for their contribution and assistance in the development of this publication.
Appreciation to Sharon Westin Graphic Design (sharonwestinshaw.com.au)
for her support in designing this magazine.
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From the
RABBI’S DESK
RABBI GABI KALTMANN

An old man was planting a tree. A young person passed by and asked, what are
you planting? A carob tree, the old man replied. Silly fool said the lad, don’t you
know that it takes 70 years for a carob tree to bear fruit? That’s okay said the old
man. Just as others planted for me, I plant for future generations.
TALMUDIC STORY
TIMES
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From the Rabbi’s Desk

Judaism’s rituals and festivals are
always centred around the children. The
inclusion of the newest and youngest
members of our community shapes the
way we teach the next generation about
our history and religion.

We want children to be part of
our communal celebrations and
experiences. The more children that
participate in our rituals, the more
Yiddishe Nachas we get from their
engagement with tradition.

Engaging children and youth takes
many different forms; dressing up on
Purim, inviting their questions at the
Pesach Seder, encouraging dialogue
and rigour of text study during Shavuot,
and decorating the Succah.

This makes the past two years of a global
pandemic even more difficult. There is
now a cohort of children that, due to
circumstances beyond anyone’s control,
have missed out on celebrating their Bar
and Bat Mitzvahs in a synagogue.

It is interesting to compare Judaism’s
approach to actively including children
in all things related to ritual with the
famous expression “children should be
seen and not heard.” This is, without a
doubt, not our approach!

For more than two years, these children
have not been able to celebrate Rosh
Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, with
their families in our Holy Sanctuary.
They have missed out on spending time
with their Bubbas and Zaidas and having

the experiences that shape the way
many of us relate to our faith through
our multi-generational experiences with
family in the shule.
While Zoom can help to bridge the
distance, and was obviously necessary
during the pandemic, it is a poor replica
for the rich experience of in-person
services and time spent in-person with
family at shule.
Our religion exclusively focuses on
retelling Jewish traditions. The Passover
Haggadah specifically instruct parents
“Vehigadeta Levincha” – “you shall
tell it to your child” the story of the
miraculous exodus of the Jewish people.
We learn about our rituals through this
transmission process. Little boys and
girls copy their fathers and mothers and
mimic their actions.
So, after a two-year break due to
a global pandemic, how does one
lure people back into our sanctuary
and show them the relevance that
synagogues retain to their lives?
Serving G-d should always come from
a place of love. Asking people to come
back to the ritual of celebrating tradition
in the synagogue should not come from
a place of guilt or resentment. The duty
of a leader is to remind people of the joy
and meaning that synagogues can bring
to their lives. A leader should remind the
congregation of the importance that a
synagogue holds in helping to transmit
Judaism to the next generation.
One of the best parts of my job as a
rabbi is seeing the intergenerational
families that come to services and
participate in the community. In my time
at ARK, I have seen many couples go
through momentous life occasions; from
converting to Judaism, marrying their life
partners, and then having children. When
I see these children in the sanctuary of
our synagogue it is hard to convey the
immense joy that it sparks within me.
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In this sanctuary, together we sit and
are there for each other at life’s best
moments such as births and marriages,
as well as life’s toughest moments such
as deaths. But the consistent thread that
binds us through these experiences is
knowledge that all the people within
this building are here for each other.
When little children run around the
building and make noise, it is a sign of
vitality and relevance. It shows that the
next generation is here to witness the
transmission of tradition, participating
in tradition. Participating in the rituals
practiced by their parents, grandparents
and great grandparents. These children
are the next link in the long chain that
links the Jewish people back to our
patriarchs and matriarchs.
So, as we settle into this new normal,
one where we know what losses COVID
has wreaked on the world and our
ability to gather, we have a new bounce
in our step. We recognise the privilege
and joy of being able to gather once
again. We witness the new seeds that
are being planted in the building when
our children come back to synagogue
and witness the tradition.
Two years is a long time to miss out
on pivotal life experiences, but it also
reinforces the importance of coming
back. When we gather, the energy is
electric. We ourselves become links in
the chain that started with Abraham and
Sara, and we feel the responsibility in
transmitting our heritage to our children.
So, come back. We are waiting for you
and your children with open arms!
TIMES
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From the Rabbi’s Desk

It is not just personal joy, but also joy
for our community as a whole. It is a
recognition that children are our future,
and it is everybody’s responsibility to
assist in building the next generation.

From the
GM’S DESK
JO STAR

For those of you I have not yet had the
opportunity to meet in person, Jo Star
is my name, and I am the new General
Manager at ARK Centre.
I feel very fortunate to have come on
board at a time when the community is
coming out of hibernation and getting
back into “life”.
Our mindsets have somewhat changed,
plans and commitments are not as
they used to be, but I encourage you,
as members of our community, to
remember the joys that come from
gathering as a group, and returning to
our old routines by collaborating for the
greater good and bringing
unity back into community.
From a personal perspective,
now that we are able to hold
smachot, and visit family and
friends at home, I recognise
now, more than ever, we
should not let opportunities
go by. Come out, make plans
and renew your memberships.
We do not know what
tomorrow holds, so my role
here at ARK is to fill your
days with as much inspiration
and friendship as I can.
I welcome your phone
calls and suggestions, and
volunteer assistance is always
appreciated.
One of my first joys and
benefits of this wonderful
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community spirit came on my second
day on the job when, to my horror, I
tested positive for Covid. The genuine
support that I received in these very first
days of my new role I will never forget.
I somehow had gained a new family.
Not only was I gifted an incredible care
package full of delicious food to see me
through the next few days of isolation
and sickness, but my phone was running
hot with get well messages and support
during my orientation for my new role.
My main motivation in this job is to offer
our community the opportunity to be
part of experiences that will bring you

joy, get you out of your comfort zone or
gain a different perspective on things
happening both within the community
and outside it.
It’s been way too long since we have all
experienced the full benefits of our ARK
Centre, and now it’s time to remember.
I have quickly come to appreciate that
at ARK Centre, our Board and staff
share a common passion of meaningful
engagement; no matter what the
occasion or setting, we do our utmost
to ensure that we are welcoming and
inclusive. We understand and value
our power and strength as a group. We
can create so much more
change, both individually and
as a group, when we work
together.
Music, spirited debate,
laughter, education,
kiddushim, chagim is what
we are known for, and now
it’s up to us as a collective to
shape the future, to continue
our journey, and nurture
our community in 2022 and
beyond.
I thank you for giving me the
warmest of welcomes into
this wonderful centre and
community, and I look
forward to meeting as many
of you as possible.
Together we can do
incredible things.
TIMES

Rosh Hashanah – Lainie Cadry cooking demonstration
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From Then Until Now –
CHAGIM FROM THE PAST YEAR
Once again, most of the last year was not
“as usual”. As much as we wanted to be
together with the community at ARK
Centre celebrating each holiday
in person, we simply were not able to do
so. Many of our events and joyous
occasions were moved online to allow us
to celebrate and be together in various
forms. 2022, we are extremely happy
to say, has started off very differently,
with the doors of ARK Centre open and
welcoming familiar and new faces. This is
ARK Centre From Then Until Now.
Tisha B’Av – Our annual Tisha B’Av
evening was cancelled due to the
lockdown. Instead Rabbi Gabi held a
beautiful and moving online Megillat
Eicha reading.
Rosh Hashanah – For the second
year in a row, we found ourselves
locked down and isolated on one of

the most important and meaningful
days in the Jewish calendar. This was a
painful realisation after the difficulties
we’d been through already. From an
ARK Centre perspective, not having
our building filled with hundreds of our
community members once again left
us incredibly sad and disappointed. We
decided to do everything we could to
build that connection.
ARK Centre held several online events
leading up to Rosh Hashanah. We held
a Rosh Hashanah cooking demo with
Lainie Cadry where she demonstrated
how to cook a delicious Rosh Hashanah
dinner “From entrée to dessert in
two hours”. We also joined shules
from all across Melbourne in a live
musical journey of Selichot leading up
to the High Holy Days. On erev Rosh
Hashanah, Rabbi Gabi held an online

sing-along where all the familiar Rosh
Hashanah songs were sung and Rabbi
Gabi gave his annual thought provoking
Drosha. A special Refuah Shleima
(Prayer for the Sick) was said.
A six-part Shofar in the Park gathering
was held for the community to be able
to fulfil the mitzvah of hearing the shofar
on Rosh Hashanah. Rabbi Gabi blew
the Shofar in multiple locations in our
local area on First & Second Day Rosh
Hashanah. All DHHS guidelines were
adhered to through a strict booking
system with 6 locations/sessions held
on each day. Whilst not a traditional way
to hear the Shofar, our community (and
many of their dogs) enjoyed being able
to fulfil the Mitzvah – not to mention the
interest of many passers-by.
The ARK Centre Team also set out to
create a wonderful Rosh Hashanah Box
that was distributed to our members
which included an apple stress ball
and a delicious honey cake! Chef Dan
put together a gourmet 3 course Rosh
Hashanah menu which sold out and
was delivered to over 140 people! Our
Pay It Forward Initiative was generously
supported by the community with many
meals as well as memberships being
donated on behalf of others.
Yom Kippur – As with the previous
year, we held an online Kol Nidrei
service. It was an especially moving
and emotional Yizkor given the
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circumstances that we found ourselves
in and the number of losses many
people had endured during the
pandemic.
Chanukah – For a second year in
a row, ARK Centre was part of the
incredible Pillars of Light event which
was held over 8 nights at Federation
Square. You can read more about it on
page 12.
Purim – We were very excited to finally
be hosting in-person events at ARK
Centre and what a brilliant way to kick
off the Purim celebrations by holding
our annual Hamantashen Bake. It was
a baker’s dream with many interesting
and creative fillings to choose from! The
event was sold out and hundreds of
hamantashen were made.

Pesach – There was a real buzz in
the air this year as Pesach approached.
The centre was bustling with excitement
as we prepared for our first communal
seder in 3 years. The tables were
adorned with all the necessary Pesach
seder regalia including a full seder plate
per table and enough matzah to turn
you into a kneidel.
We also delivered handmade Shmurah
Matzah to our members.
Lag BaOmer – This year our Lag
BaOmer Kabbalat Shabbat coincided
with the election weekend. This, with
Lag BaOmer’s custom to build bonfires
meant Sausage Sizzles for Kiddush,
what a treat! We also welcomed Eldad

Purim – Stephanie Potaznik, Rachel Ben-Atar Potaznik, Rosie Potaznik

TIMES

From Then Until Now – Chagim From The Past Year

Chanukah

Dress up looked a little different
this Purim where instead of
asking you, our members,
to come in costume, we had
your pets donning the clown
outfits. Held up the road from
ARK Centre at Anderson Park,
there were gorgeous pups
everywhere one looked. Sweet
and tasty hamantashen were
lapped up at our make-shift ARK
Centre style kiddush. It was a
real treat and not only for the humans!
Pesach

Shoham who talked about being an
advocate for Israel and his work in
changing the world’s perspective on
who Israel really is.
Shavuot – For Tikkun Leil this year
we had Dr Dvir Abramovich as our guest
speaker. He spoke about how Jewish
communities in Australia and around the
world are facing a wave of anti-Israel
rhetoric, and anti-Semitism, and he
offered ways to confront this clear and
present danger. On Second Day Shavuot
we held our annual Ice Cream Party
which was delicious and delectable.

Purim – Daniel Tepperman, Billy the dog, and Rabbi
Gabi Kaltmann
Edition 10, 2022
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Multiculturalism
WITHIN
ARK CENTRE

Since its inception, ARK Centre has
always sought to do things a little
differently. Established in 2009 as a
community centre with a synagogue in
the middle, ARK Centre seeks to actively
engage and invite different groups and
schools to come and learn about Judaism
and the Jewish community.
On any given day, ARK is a busy hub, with
a diverse range of guests and leaders
stopping by to participate in activities and
programs, or have a bite of ARK’s famous
schnitzels.
Dignitaries who have come through
the centre include Scott Morrison,
former Prime Minister of Australia, Josh
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Frydenberg, the former Member for
Kooyong and Treasurer of Australia,
Victorian Attorney General Jaclyn
Symes, Ros Spence, the Victorian
Minister for Multicultural Affairs, Victorian
Multicultural Commissioner – Vivienne
Nguyen, Dr Michelle Ananda-Rajah,
MP for Higgins and John Kennedy,
State Member for Hawthorn, as well
as faith representatives from the
Christian, Islamic, Buddhist, and Hindu
communities.
In recent years, ARK has also increased
our focus on multicultural and interfaith
outreach to diverse cultural and religious
communities living in Australia.

Rabbi Gabi is a member of Victoria’s
Anti-Racism Task Force, and an elected
Executive member of the Jewish
Community Council of Victoria (JCCV)
as well as the President of the Jewish,
Christian and Muslim Association (JCMA).
Frances Prince who sits on the JCMA
with Rabbi Gabi notes, “as a young and
dynamic communal leader, Rabbi Gabi
Kaltmann is making his mark on the
interfaith scene in Victoria. His warmth,
empathy and sunny disposition are
appreciated by a wide diversity of faith
leaders.”
Prince thinks that Rabbi Gabi’s ability to
articulate Jewish teachings while actively
TIMES

The contribution that ARK Centre
makes to cross-communal ventures
cannot be understated. In 2021, the
JCCV in conjunction with ARK and
other community organisations, worked
closely with the Department of Education
and Training to deliver a professional
development program on Anti-Semitism
Training for public schools.
With input and participation from
ARK and Rabbi Gabi, the JCCV
was also instrumental in the round
table consultation process with the
Department of Justice and Community
Safety regarding the recommendation
to ban the Nazi swastika. Rabbi Gabi
joined Daniel Aghion, JCCV President, at
a series of consultations with community
leaders to discuss the Jewish
perspective and liaise with multi-faith
communities to encourage a fair and
transparent approach to this sensitive
matter. This law was passed by the
Victorian Parliament in 2022.
“These layers of community engagement
are aimed to break down barriers and
negative perceptions, raise awareness
of Jewish life with accurate information
[and] create positive opportunities to
troubleshoot real life scenarios,” says
JCCV CEO Judy Fetter. “Working together
with JCCV affiliates such as the ARK
Centre is critical to our success.”
In addition to these ventures, each year
ARK also runs the Pillars of Light Festival
out of Federation Square. The festival is a
multicultural celebration over the 8 nights
of Chanukah and provides Melburnians
with an opportunity to come together
focusing on what unites us as a city.
Faith leaders from across the community
join the celebrations including Mohamed
TIMES

Mohideen, Vice- President of the Islamic
Council of Victoria as well as a Victorian
Multicultural Commissioner.

“I think it’s wonderful, the
festival was needed as we
were coming out of the
dark period, and the festival
symbolises light and hope.
And this brightness creates
hope and pillars of light,” he
says. “Interfaith breaks all
these barriers and negativity
in the community. When
people do not understand
each other’s faiths there is a
lot of anger and resentment
and a lot of fear. Interfaith
creates more harmony and
mutual respect of faith.”
– Mohamed Mohideen

Ali Fahour, Strategic Community
Engagement Manager of the Richmond
Football Club and the General Manager
of the Bachar Houli Foundation, has
come to visit ARK several times and has
sent staff from his foundation to support
the Pillars of Light Festival.
“The Foundation thought it was important
to support the work between the Muslim
and Jewish communities,” he says,
“Interfaith is more about realising our
similarities than differences and sharing
those, as well as sharing a narrative that’s
different to the media.”
The Bachar Houli Foundation is grateful
for the opportunity to increase dialogue
through the Pillars of Light Festival,
with Fahour noting, “it’s a great night to
connect and learn and educate.”
While Fahour met Rabbi Gabi though
the AFL Multicultural Ambassador’s
Program, and they have collaborated
on events together, he does have one
specific complaint. “I think Rabbi Gabi
is a champion, he is always available,
Edition 10, 2022

he always wants to engage and change
the narrative, he is very inclusive, and he
loves footy. The only negative thing about
him it that he goes for Collingwood.”
However, it is not just Fahour that
recognises the importance of having
celebrations that provide space for all
faiths and cultures to celebrate their
similarities.
Dr Susan Carland, Monash University
academic and fellow board member on
the Victorian Anti-Racism task force with
Rabbi Gabi notes, “I think any sincere
endeavour to connect as people, share
information, build bridges, and shatter
stereotypes is a fantastic endeavour.
Interfaith work can be particularly
useful in this space, as people are often
operating from a similar starting point
(belief in the Divine or holding oneself to
a high moral standard that is externally
guided, etc) even if the details are
very different, so there is a common
understanding to spring from.”
The opportunities that ARK Centre
partakes in engaging with other faiths
and cultures is particularly important
when building interfaith bridges. “There
is a role for information sessions, public
lectures, and media campaigns, but
people relating over what it means
to be human, and getting to know
one another as nuanced individuals,
not as archetypes for “the other”, is
paramount” reflects Carland.
ARK is keen to continue to foster
friendships and ventures that encourage
dialogue between groups.
“I think ARK is lucky to have such a young
dynamic person leading it. [Rabbi] Gabi
is open and inclusive,” said Mohideen.
“Gabi will make friends with anyone. He
has an open heart and that is important:
his engagement is thoughtful and
genuine.”
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Multiculturism within the ARK Centre

being engaged with other faith leaders,
are traits that are appreciated by all,
which has resulted him becoming a “go
to” spiritual leader for many interfaith and
multicultural events.

Pillars of
LIGHT

ARK Centre created the Pillars of Light
Festival, a multicultural celebration of
Chanukah in Federation Square, which
sought to bring together a conglomerate
of Culturally and Linguistically Diverse
(CALD) groups, faith-based leaders,
and community members to celebrate
Chanukah.
This festival directly impacted the City of
Melbourne municipality as it partnered
with a range of different ethnic and
community groups within Victoria in a
show of inter-faith and multicultural unity.
The Lord Mayor of Melbourne, Sally
Capp, together with the Governor, the
Honourable Linda Dessau, opened the
festival, launching the first multicultural
CBD gathering of its kind since Victoria’s
initial March 2020 lockdown.
ARK Centre’s goal in creating this
festival was to construct a state-wide
community program fostering social
cohesion amongst diverse community
groups, thereby serving as an annual
bridgebuilding event for everyone in
Victoria.
Over the past 2
years, the Pillars
of Light Festival,
based in the
centre of the CBD
at Federation
Square, has
provided a
multicultural
and multi-faith
celebration of
Chanukah which
lasts eight days
and focuses on
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addressing our common humanity and
the differences that bring all of Victoria’s
multicultural communities together.
The program has different keynote
speakers each night who address various
key issues facing Victoria’s multicultural
communities, with their express intent to
promote equality as well as spread hope,
positivity, love and light to all attendees.
Pillars of Light is specifically designed
to encourage and increase inter-faith
dialogue, promote bridgebuilding, break
stigmas and unite the many different
factions of Australia’s CALD groups
together in one setting.
Guests had the opportunity of signing
“Pillars of Light” and leaving a message
of hope, tolerance and encouragement to
fellow Victorians.
Every night at the festival we organised
to have different musicians take to the
stage to perform, giving employment
opportunities to many artists who had
not been able to perform for the majority
of 2020. These artists, who were mostly
from under-represented and minority

groups, helped to attract Melburnians
and tourists back into the CBD, which in
turn encouraged socioeconomic growth
for struggling businesses and restaurants
in the area.
Moreover, the feedback we received from
the vast majority of attendees was that this
event was the first time since March 2020
that they had ventured out into the CBD.
The momentum surrounding our event
encouraged people from all over
Melbourne to come into the city and
celebrate Chanukah, hear live music and
to enjoy a night out in the city.
ARK Centre is incredibly proud of what
we have achieved putting on such a
large-scale event and are thankful to
our event partners Gandel Foundation,
Victorian Government, Loti & Victor
Smorgon Family Foundation, Live Nation,
Bindy & David Koadlow and the Erdi
Foundation.
We look forward to welcoming you to the
3rd Pillars of Light Festival, commencing
on December 18th.

TIMES

Pillars of Light

ARK Centre wishes to
acknowledge the following
organisations and individuals
for their generous support of
Pillars of Light 2021:

• Gandel Foundation
• Loti & Victor Smorgon Family
Foundation
• Bindy & David Koadlow
• Erdi Foundation
• Victorian Government
• Live Nation
• Ann & Michael Greiman
• Danny Schwartz
• Lynda & David Mandel
• Anti-Defamation Commission
• Australian Multicultural Foundation
• B’nai B’rith Victoria
• Courage to Care
• East Melbourne Hebrew
Congregation
• Federation Square
• Immigration Museum
• Jewish Community Council of
Victoria (JCCV)
• Jewish National Fund of Australia
(JNF)
• Rampersand
• SBS Corporate Affairs
• Softmed Pty Ltd
• Stand Up: Jewish Commitment
to a Better World
• The Joint Australia
• The King David School
• Victorian Multicultural Commission
• YJP (Young Jewish Professionals)
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An insight into
CONVERSION
WITH RABBI GABI

1. What do you think other people
should know about the ARK
Centre Conversion Program?
The ARK Centre Conversion Program
is a boutique, heimish program where
I, along with Rebbetzin Mushka, assist
the candidates for the entire conversion
process. It is a beautiful journey where
one will make and develop lifetime
friendships with other candidates who
are also going through the program.
The program is welcoming and rewarding
and we make the conversion process as
seamless as possible. In my opinion, a
key strength of our program is how our
community embraces the candidates and
their families.
2. How does the conversion
program impact your outlook on
Judaism and as a Rabbi?
As a Rabbi, I am incredibly passionate
about Judaism. Being a teacher and
mentor in the conversion program
enriches my own personal experience
as a Jew. Being able to teach those who
are “blank canvasses” the beauty, depth
and richness of our incredible culture
and religion is extremely meaningful and
rewarding. I develop close friendships
with couples and get to guide them into
a world of Torah.
3. What special advice do you
have for someone seeking to join
a conversion program?
Take it slow. The conversion process is
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a marathon not a sprint. The program
is designed in such a way that you
slowly take on the knowledge and
understanding of the Jewish culture and
traditions. As you live through the Jewish
calendar, bit by bit the dots join together,
and you begin to see the parallel
between our history and our annual
festivals as Judaism sews its way into
your modern and contemporary life.
4. What have been some of your
biggest challenges in running a
program such as this?
Some of the biggest challenges are
managing the many different facets of
the process; from expectations from the
Jewish partner’s family, to navigating the
complexities of the Beth Din (Rabbinical
Court that oversees conversion)– these
are all very challenging. However, it is
crucial to be aware that the conversion
process is a lifestyle adjustment for
individuals on a very personal level. For
many it takes time to understand that
their lives as they’ve always known them
are beginning to change. As the person
taking them on this journey, I know that it
must be done with a lot of patience and
compassion as it is not an easy adjustment
for many people. An example of this
is starting to keep kosher. You have to
begin to navigate these changes not only
within your own kitchen but within all
your relationships and experiences and
the changing dynamics with colleagues,
family and friends. This can be a trying
process for many participants. We hold

every participant’s hand as they navigate
these massive life changes and I offer my
support and expertise throughout.
5. What have been some of your
biggest successes?
Making conversion more accessible.
We have lobbied for change within the
conversion system here in Victoria and
ARK Centre has been at the forefront of
making candidates feel more welcome
and comfortable throughout this process.
Unfortunately, for many years conversion
was an unpleasant and difficult process
to go through. It was fraught with
rejection and unfriendliness. This is
something we at ARK Centre are working
tirelessly to overcome. For example, in
2014 we started the first group lessons
where candidates would come every
Wednesday night for in-person classes.
This was a revolutionary concept
(previously all teaching was done on a
one-on-one basis) and has now been
adopted by shules all around Melbourne.
We continue to run these group classes
today, and this results in candidates
making lifelong friendships, having group
experiences and support, and discussing
tips as they go through the conversion
process. Often group discussions include
the practicalities of day to day living as
a Jew. Where to get kosher meat, what
bakery has the best Challah etc.
6. What do you believe ensures a
successful conversion?
It is important that the Jewish partner
TIMES

7. What Jewish values and beliefs
do you think draw people to our
religion?
Judaism is family and community
oriented. The beauty of community, the
culture of monotheism and continuity of
our faith are definite draw cards for those
looking to convert. We have traditions
that have been handed down from
generation to generation and the fusion
between culture and religion has so
much meaning.

8. What is your favourite topic to
teach and why?
I most enjoy teaching the Brachot,
Shema, and Amidah. At this point in the
course the candidate has been in the
program for a substantial amount of time,
and I start to see things falling into place.
Judaism really starts to become a clear
and meaningful part of their lives. There
is a light bulb moment, and they start
to understand things on a deeper level.
We’re developing and discussing the
different belief systems and opening up
their eyes to the Jewish lens. They have
confidence and understanding of Jewish
concepts. I also encourage candidates
to keep a journal of their journey through
Judaism and to document the many
changes that are taking place in their
lives.
9. What part of the conversion do
people find the most difficult or
intimidating?
Keeping Shabbat. For some people it
is unheard of to not be on their phone
for 25 hours. Mushka and I encourage
participants to keep Shabbat in stages.

Start off with keeping it on Friday night
then build it up little by little. At first, they
find it intimidating to disconnect from
the rest of the world, to not watch TV,
use electronics, or drive. People end
up loving and embracing Shabbat. It is
like having an oasis on the weekend
and they find it rejuvenating. Another
example is meeting with the Beth Din and
having their first test. This is a big bridge
to cross but once they have that initial
consultation and pass with flying colours
they start to feel and believe that one day
they will be Jewish. Their goal becomes
attainable.

If you would like to chat
to Rabbi Gabi regarding
conversion, please email
office@arkcentre.com.au or
call 8658 4044 to organise
a convenient time.

Being able to teach those who are
“blank canvasses” the beauty, depth
and richness of our incredible culture
and religion is extremely meaningful
and rewarding.
– Rabbi Gabi

TIMES
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An insight into conversion with Rabbi Gabi

is just as invested and committed to
the process as the person converting.
They grew up with Judaism as part of
their lives and hold a lot of knowledge,
background and in many cases can teach
the converting partner Hebrew. This
all assists their partner in the learning
process. They can be an active teacher
alongside me. I firmly believe that
conversion will enhance their relationship
when both people are on the same
page experiencing the same culture and
uniform identity. Being part of something
bigger, the nation of Israel, this all assists
and brings a couple closer together and
forms a stronger bond.

-With Compliments-
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B’nei Mitzvah

WITH REBBETZIN MUSHKA
to hold B’nei sessions in person, and so
grateful that we were able to celebrate
such a meaningful and gorgeous B’nei
graduation on Zoom with delicious
Shabbat boxes catered by chef Dan.

We all know how challenging these past
few years have been. Everyone has been
through so much with lockdowns and
remote learning.
In my role as the B’nei Mitzvah
coordinator, I’ve watched our courageous
young girls and boys navigate their Bat
and Bar Mitzvah year with such grace.
I feel lucky for the times we were able

TIMES

To the girls and boys who had their
ceremonies postponed, whether it was
once, twice, or even three times! I am in
awe of you! I know it wasn’t easy, but you
pushed through the disappointment and
uncertainty, and made the best of the
circumstances confronting you.
The Torah is full of inspiring stories and
the Mitzvot remind us that practising
Judaism and connecting with Hashem
are not confined to one time zone.
We don’t need to be in a specific place.
All we need is to make space in our
hearts and minds.
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On the night you become Bar or Bat
Mitzvah, with or without a party or official
ceremony, you start your journey into
Jewish adulthood and receive the gift of
responsibility and privilege of being part
of the Jewish community.
You are a shining example to our
community of what it truly means to be
a “Bat and Bar Mitzvah - a daughter and
son of Mitzvot”.
We at ARK Centre are so proud of all of
you and look forward to watching you
grow into the next generation of our
community.
I hope that when you look back at this
time you will feel proud of what you
have achieved, and find inspiration from
becoming Bar and Bat Mitzvah.
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Kylie Moore-Gilbert
DINNER

ARK Centre had the honour of hosting Kylie Moore-Gilbert who spoke with the community about her
804 day ordeal as a prisoner of the Islamic Revolutionary Guards in Iran. Over one hundred people
attended the Friday night dinner on 17 June at ARK Centre.
The evening started off with a spirited Kabbalat Shabbat service which then led to a delicious Friday night dinner. The talk began
with a Q and A style discussion between Kylie and her friend Naomi Levin (COO of the JCCV).
A particularly poignant part of the discussion was when Kylie
explained to the audience how she learned to cope with the
months of solitary confinement to which she was subjected.
She recounted how in order to survive, one needed to learn
to calm one’s mind and focus on the now, not on the past
or future. She described how one became reliant on the
everyday routine of the prison in order to keep one’s mind
under control.
Kylie also spoke about the two friends to whom she has
dedicated her book, The Uncaged Sky. Whilst Kylie was in
prison, Niloufar Bayani and Sepideh Kashani took it upon
themselves to take her under their wings. As a foreigner,
without an understanding of the language or rules of the
prison, Kylie was particularly vulnerable. Niloufar and Sepideh
educated Kylie and essentially gave her life saving skills and
knowledge that helped her navigate court proceedings and
everyday life in prison ultimately helping her get through her
ordeal.
After the initial interview discussion with Naomi, the floor was
given to the community to ask questions. The Q&A ended with an
insightful and highly relevant question from Harry Naphtali (aged
14), who asked “What are you doing now that you are out, to help
your friends who are still in prison? And what can we do to help?”
This led onto the final part of the discussion where Kylie
explained how she uses her public profile to create awareness
of the plight of these innocent people who have unjustly been
imprisoned specifically those from the environmental group,
Persian Wildlife Heritage Foundation.
Rabbi Gabi said “Hearing Kylie’s story of imprisonment
will leave a lasting impression for a long time. Kylie’s grit,
perseverance and heroism in the face of such an injustice
shows what an incredible woman she is. We have so much
to learn from her strength and courage in spite of such
adversity.”
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Your community is
our community.
Gary Peer & Associates proudly
supports The Ark Centre.

TIMES

Bentleigh
8842 6800

Carnegie
9563 1666

Caulfield
9526 1999

Murrumbeena
9569 0718

St Kilda
9066 4688

New Projects
9526 1999

Rentals
9526 1988

GaryPeer.com.au
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Level 15, 607 Bourke Street
Melbourne, Victoria 3000
Phone: +61 3 9614 7000
Fax: +61 3 9614 7100

Email: sba@sbalaw.com
Website: www.sbalaw.com

Chairman
Jeffrey Appel OAM
Partners
Sam Bond
Steven Klein
Jeremy Rosenthal
Steven Casper
Richard Moshinsky
Jonathan Hirsh
Andrew Green
Tanya Cross
Greg Monahan
Andrew Schnaider
Cynthia Sica
Joshua Heard
Kelly Powers

03.04.22:190225_242.docx
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Specialists at creating
real opportunities
Qualitas is one of Australia’s pre-eminent alternative real estate
investment managers. With over $4.2 billion funds under management,
we help borrowers bring their projects to life and aim to deliver
attractive risk-adjusted returns to our investors.
Through our trusted relationships and unrivalled expertise, we provide
clients access to the many opportunities of the commercial real estate
market. We could do the same for you.

qualitas.com.au

Qualitas Limited ACN 655 057 588. Qualitas Securities Pty Ltd (ACN 136 451 128). AFSL 342242. The information contained herein is for informational purposes only and does not
constitute an offer to issue or arrange to issue financial products. The information contained herein is not financial product advice. This document has been prepared without taking
into account the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person. Before making an investment decision, you should read the publicly available
information carefully and consider, with or without the assistance of a financial adviser, whether an investment is appropriate in light of your particular investment needs, objectives
and financial circumstances. Past performance is not an indicator of future performance.

QUAL0091_ad_184x274mm_FA.indd 1
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The brainchild of Rabbi Gabi, born
out of the influx of calls from people
needing support that he received in
April 2020, the Pay It Forward Initiative
has since received an overwhelming
$17,000 in donations from over 160
community members. As a direct result
of these donations, we have managed
to provide 450 meals to people across
30 suburbs of Melbourne; from Carlton
to Carnegie, from Box Hill to Bentleigh
and everywhere in between.
At the beginning of the Covid pandemic,
life became very uncertain, and many
people unexpectedly found themselves
in precarious financial situations. The
ARK Centre team wanted to help, and
in conjunction with ARK Catering, soon
found a way to do so. This led to an
initiative that has continued for over
two years now and one of which we are
extremely proud.
Through the many months of lockdown,
our chefs were in the kitchen putting
together gourmet meals for those doing
it tough. It soon became apparent that in
addition to the crucial aspect of helping
the community financially, this initiative
became a pathway for us to maintain
a vital connection with many people
struggling with isolation and loneliness
during the continued lockdowns.
The ARK Centre team and volunteers
spent hours driving around Melbourne
delivering Shabbat and Yom Tov Boxes to

22

our community members. Those doorstep conversations during the drop offs
became a heart-warming part of our
deliveries and gave us an opportunity to
check in with each person.
As time went on, we received incredible
feedback from those we helped.
Donné, who has special needs and lives
independently with two house mates and
a carer, benefited from the Pay It Forward
Initiative. Her parents, Alan and Sharon
Bergman, expressed in an email to us
how difficult it had been for them. “These
multiple lockdowns are impacting each
one of them tremendously… Donné has
always loved Shabbat and shule and I
just know the box will bring her home so
much happiness and extra love.” We also
sent them a Rosh Hashanah Box. “Donné,
her house mates, carers and all families
connected are so very touched by the
kindness and support from ARK. They
are absolutely thrilled to know they will
be able to enjoy a Rosh Hashanah dinner
together despite being apart from their
families. The ARK Centre community have
made their new year (and their respective
families’ year) so much sweeter knowing
how much care and support they are
receiving during this extremely challenging
time. From the bottom of everyone’s
hearts we thank you all for the generosity.”
Another community member explained
to Rabbi Gabi the impact of what the
Shabbat Box meant to him. “My family

and I have lived in Australia for 4 years.
Through highs and lows you and the ARK
have been there. I think that tonight [my
partner] finally understood Judaism and
your gesture brought her to tears. For me
it affirmed my village… You’ll never know
what you and the community have done
for me.”
On top of community donations, ARK
Centre has received grants from various
organisations and other major donors.
The most recent grant was supported
by the Victorian Government through
the Priority Response to Multicultural
Communities during Coronavirus (PRMC)
program. This grant was crucial in helping
us provide a further 370 meals to the
broader community in 2022, specifically
as isolation due to Covid infections grew.
This allowed us to continue to support
those who found themselves unable to
work and in isolation due to Covid.
The Pay It Forward Initiative has become
intrinsic to who we are at ARK Centre.
We are incredibly grateful to have had
the capability and support to be able to
create and continue such important
work. We feel honoured to have been
there for our community through what
was an extremely difficult period in many
people’s lives. This would not have been
possible without the generous support
from the ARK Centre community.

TIMES

160+

30

community members
donated

suburbs across
Melbourne

$$$

845

275

meals delivered

family meals
delivered

MEAL INCLUDES:
dips, crackers, pickles, challah,
chicken soup, kreplach, lokshen,
chicken/lamb main, rice/cous cous,
vegetables, cake, shabbat candles

TIMES
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Pay it forward

OVERALL SUPPORT PROVIDED TO THE COMMUNITY

AUSTR ALIA’ S PR E M I E R
DIAM O N D SU PPLI E R

ROUND
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Architecture
Interior Design
Planning
Urban

sjb.com.au l @aboutsjb
Melbourne l Sydney

TIMES
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Been & Seen @
THE ARK CENTRE
Victorian
Attorney General
Jaclyn Symes
visited ARK
Centre to learn
about the Jewish
community

1

2
Kylie
Moore-Gilbert

3
4
Courage to Care
Panel Breakfast

5

Courage to Care
30th Birthday
Celebration
Former Prime Minister
Scott Morrison and
Former Treasurer Josh
Frydenberg joined ARK
Centre and Rabbi Gabi
for an uplifting service on
Erev Pesach

Adam Segal from Tzohar
 צהרvisited ARK Centre
to give a lecture on the
current Israeli political
climate and the changes
that have been made
since the formation of the
new government
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6
Peter Lynch
and Dr Michelle
Ananda-Rajah
MP

7
8
ARK Centre held a First Aid
CPR Course in conjunction
with Hatzolah, teaching
attendees the skills needed
in an emergency situation

9

10

Michael Cohen
Book Launch

Victorian Multicultural
Commissioner –
Vivienne Nguyen

TIMES

CreativeOrder-DAA-FPAd-184x274mm_Update-v3.pdf
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Bolder
Success
Together.
C

We’re a pragmatic,
service-focused, tax
& accounting practice
that stands out from
the ordinary.

M

Y

CM

MY

CY

CMY

K

We’re
invested
in your
future.

Advising in four focus areas; tax, audit,
legal (taxation) and superannuation, our
talented team has the expertise and vast
experience to advise our clients without
the restraints of a ‘big business’ presence.
Our clients include many family groups
and medium to large private corporations
operating across a diverse range
of industries.
Call 03 9006 5400 today to see if we
can help you.

—
Daniel
Allison
& Associates

TIMES
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Learn more at:
daassociates.com.au
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Lockdown
MEMORIES
We will always have something that sticks in our minds from our time in COVID lockdown.
Below are some memories shared by our members of their lockdown experience.

Helen Brustman OAM
“During the lockdown, I had to think very positive about life. As I am widowed, and live
alone, it was not always easy.
What I did, is each day, I had a strict routine, went out at 6.30 am, did food shopping,
bought a take away coffee, and then went to the local park for a walk.
I often met friends and we had a coffee in a small park in Malvern, which was great.
I then came home and did my communal work.
I wore a mask the whole time, and am still wearing it. My Dr says I am a moderate risk,
so he wants me to wear it, stay socially distanced and eat balanced.
I never used to cook, but throughout the pandemic, I taught myself cooking, and did
that every day.
The Chagim were the hardest. Sitting alone, davening at my dining room table I did.
Usually I am with family and friends, and for two years, doing chagim alone was not a
ball of fun….
I realise that this virus was highly contagious, so I have tried throughout the two years,
and now, to do what the Dr., tells me to…. He has my best interests, that I know.
I missed seeing family and friends. Now I am still careful and going out thank goodness and seeing a few friends.
To me to stay healthy, and live in this great country, is the most important.
At night, I watched sky news, and Netflix. Lots of good movies., thank goodness.
I have many friends, who were so fabulous to me, and still are, and that for me makes me happy and I am grateful to Hashem,
that now we are allowed to do more, and the best is being in the fresh air.
Doing my communal work is an important part of my life, which I enjoy so much. I pray that the coming New Year, we will all
remain healthy, safe, that Israel will have peace, and those sisters and brothers living in the Ukraine, will be able to go to Israel.
I pray we will share smachot together.
One has to think how lucky and blessed we are.
HELSIE OAM SHANA TOVA, WE PRAY THAT ON YOM KIPPUR WE WILL BE SEALED IN THE BOOK OF LIFE.”
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Helen Zee Applebaum

Covid took away from us the structure
in our lives.

I am writing to let the congregation know
how Rabbi Gabi brightened my two years
of covid exclusion from my family. Our
Virgin Australia flight was cancelled right
before we were about to leave our home
in California. My only two grandchildren
live in Melbourne and I missed their
two birthdays. The youngest, who I last saw when she was two, did not even
remember her grandparents. She is grateful to suddenly have us in her life – it is
like we came from nowhere!

No family dinner on Shabbat.
No twice-a-week golf games.
No volunteer work.
With the removal of the constants in
our life, every day seemingly merged
into the next.
With one exception.
On one day every week, I was taken
by surprise when I saw the Jewish
News delivered alongside my usual
daily paper.
“Surely it’s not Thursday again.”

During this difficult time, I got the ARK e-mail newsletter and read the Rabbi’s
parsha comments. They were inspiring and cheering, and I told him so. We struck
up a correspondence and I was touched that he would take time to write to a
lonely old woman who he didn’t even know. But that is what is so special about
him – his loving, generous heart. My husband and I finally met Rabbi Gabi a few
weeks ago. It was for a coffee on Mailing Road – an ordinary thing to do, but an
extraordinary experience I will never forget.

suite 1, 1127 high street
armadale, vic 3143
sales@94feet.com.au
www.94feet.com.au

1, 2 & 3 bedroom residences
in the Edgewater Estate of Maribyrnong
starting from $450K

TIMES
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Lockdown Memories

Les Kausman

Lockdown Memories

Jeff Shenker
Lockdown has been difficult for all of us! We have all faced challenges in one form or other.
We have been restricted in what we can do, who we can see - be that family or friends, where we can go, and at one point even
faced a curfew, not being allowed out after 9pm! Life has been challenging, and you have two choices … face life head on, OR
let life get the better of you.
BUT, when you have the family I am surrounded by, you can only choose to meet life head on! And my family provided the
highlights for us that make you realise life is about enjoying the naches they bring, and not to let things get you down.
In April 2021, Debbie and I welcomed our first grand-child, Millie, daughter to Jamie and Jarryd. Well, let me tell you, if you think
children add a dimension to your life, become a grand-parent! And even throughout the lockdown, we were able to meet and
shower our little Millie with love. She is now one year old and her own little person with her own personality and character and
is a blessing to our family.
AND, just when your heart is full of love for this little creature, after many lockdowns and restrictions, our son, Ashley, finally
marries the love of his love, Ivana. Those who know Ashley and Ivana’s story, know that this event was a long time coming, and
whilst facing some challenges along the way, this simcha was worth waiting for, and what a party we had, and what love was in
the room! Welcome to the fam Iv!
This is what family is all about, being able to depend on those around you who lift you up when you are at your lowest, and
provide you a reason to push on!
And I have come to appreciate those moments that happen so rarely in your life, that you treasure them even more dearly
now than you may have in the past.
As has often been said –
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My family is my strength and my weakness.
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Lockdown Memories

Teri Lichtenstein
Today my kids start a sort of new
school year, we’re calling it Year 3/5
and three quarters. It’s been 107 days
to be exact since they last arrived at
the school gates. For the past seven
months, they have had a mere three
weeks of physical school attendance.
Most of their school education for 2020
has been online, on their physical own,
interacting with teachers and peers via
a two-dimensional screen.
It’s been a helluva bumpy ride, with
many bruises and dents along the way.
But they have held on tight and through
sheer determination (theirs, school
teachers and of course their parents!),
no-one has let go.
This was the school year of more melt
downs than the days of the terrible twos.
It was the year of wearing ugg boots for
home school lessons and playing online
games in a digital playground with their
friends on the other side of a screen.
There have been many new lessons
along the way. My kids have learned the
joy of a fresh hot toastie for home school
lunch. The luxury of an extra sleep-in
when there is no need to factor in time to
get to school. They have become experts
at working out how to fix the internet
when the wifi goes a bit wonky, and the
importance of having the mute button
on if you don’t want the whole class to
hear you singing to yourself! They have
walked the dog more than ever before
and given the trampoline the workout
of its life. They have learned that routine
in one’s day to day life is essential for
mental health and that getting outside
every single day is a non-negotiable no
matter what.
My kids have learned that the kitchen
pantry is not open 24/7 and recess and
lunch is the only time when food will
be served. They have been involved in
TIMES

creating their own exercise goals
with weekly take away treats at the
end. They have watched the daily
news and contributed to family
discussions about the pandemic,
and in doing so have developed
their critical thinking skills to decide
what they agree with or don’t, and
how to interpret media with a big dose of
scepticism. They have gained acceptance
of the nature of a democratic society in
which they live; where one has to abide
by the rules, even if you don’t always
agree with them.
These kids have learned the most
essential life skill of dealing with
disappointment. They are old enough
to understand the world around them
and we have not hidden the truth from
them. They have learned to accept the
uncertainty of life as we now know it.
They have resigned themselves over
and over again to ongoing restrictions
on their childhood freedom and the
abyss of the unknown ahead with no
firm end in sight. And every Shabbat
when we take part in our family tradition
of donating a coin to tzedakah and
expressing what we are grateful for,
they have empathised with others who
have suffered so much more during this
time of COVID-19.
I have watched these kids grow up
significantly in the space of a mere few
months of their lives. They have learned
the art of emotional balance. The ability
to have self-awareness to recognise
and own their real feelings of anger,
fear, disappointment, boredom and
so much more. And this is where they
have excelled. For they have learned to
acknowledge these feelings and then
decide what approach they want to
take. And time and time again they have
shown the resilience to move on. To
embrace and live the mantra that life is
Edition 10, 2022

1% what happens to you and 99% what
you choose to do about it. Don’t get me
wrong. This has certainly not happened
every day. There have been many days
of complete apathy and listlessness
and loss of hope. But ironically as the
restrictions have dragged on these days
have got less. For they have refined
these new-found life skills and realised
that no-one has taken away their ability
to choose their own attitude. And this is
where I have seen the magic happen.
The days they go for long walks or bike
rides with friends and when I kiss them
good night they say “mummy, today has
been a really good day”. The times we
sit as family at lunchtime and chat about
our days. The endless puzzles we have
done and forgotten games we have
played. The Netflix documentaries we
have watched and new family rituals we
have created.
I wish this pandemic had never
happened; I mean who doesn’t! But
it has, and I have witnessed a silver
lining in the way my children have
developed new-found life skills. They
don’t know this now, but one day these
habits of fortitude are going to serve
them so well. For life ahead will throw
many more curve balls their way. Their
brains and minds have been moulded
by this experience and will help them
immensely with future challenges.
The house feels so much quieter this
morning and I am already missing them
terribly. But I am so bloody proud of
what they have achieved during this
exceptional year of their school of life.
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Out and About
WITH RABBI GABI

International Women’s Day – Dr Michelle Ananda-Rajah MP,
Foreign Minister Penny Wong, Josh Burns MP and Nina Taylor MP

Rabbi Gabi with Rabbi Dovid Gutnick at the MCG

Rabbi Gabi with Todd Fernando, Doron Abramovici, Sheena Watt, Jenne Perlstein
and Daniel Aghion

Rabbi Gabi with Archbishop Peter Comensoli
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Rabbi Gabi with Ahmed Hassan and
Olympian Peter Bol

Rabbi Gabi with Josh Burns MP and French Ambassador Jean-Pierre Thébault

With JCCV President Jack Aghion & Victorian
Attorney General Jaclyn Symes

Rabbi Gabi with Bachar Houli and Mustafa Fahul
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Out and About with Rabbi Gabi

Rabbi Gabi with John Gandel and Josh Burns MP

Rabbi Gabi with JCCV president Daniel Aghion and
Waleed Aly

Rabbi Gabi with fellow Victorian Anti Racism Task
Force members

Rabbi Gabi with Jason Wood MP
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Rabbi Gabi at East Melbourne Hebrew Congregation

Rabbi Gabi with Consul General of UAE, H.E Dr.
Nariman Mohd Sharif Abdulla AlMulla

Rabbi Gabi with Kash Bouns, Peter Hatzoglou and
Donald J Betts

Rabbi Gabi with Peter Khalil MP
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Rabbi Gabi with Matthew Guy MP

Rabbi Gabi with Mike Zervos CEO of Courage to Care

Rabbi Gabi with Harley Rose at All Things Equal Cafe
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Shana Tova
FROM

PROUD S U P P O RT ER S O F
THE A R K C EN T R E

PLANNI NG A T RI P?
CALL U S FO R A WOND ERFU L
PERSONALIZED EX PERI ENC E
AT AN UNBEATA B L E PRI C E
Mention Rebbetzin Mushka
for a $300 discount off your next
international business class flight

Email mendel@flightcatch.com.au
Call (03) 8400 4059 | WhatsApp 0435 135 448
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A discerning Concierge
for the management
of your home.
Leave the details to us.

Kay & Burton Concierge Managed Services
provide a superior full-service solution for
clients that require the confidence and
reassurance of a trusted team to help manage
their home. For complete peace of mind, let
Kay & Burton Concierge Managed Services
look after you and your home – it’s what we do.
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We invite you to contact our Kay & Burton
Concierge Managed Services team who look
forward to assisting you Monday – Friday by
calling (03) 9825 2000 Alternatively, you
can lodge an enquiry through our website
kayburton.com.au/concierge or email
us at concierge@kayburton.com.au
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Pastoral Care
2022
Over the past two years, we have all
experienced trying times in one way or
another. Rabbi Gabi and the entire ARK
Team were here to support you and we
continue to do so.
Rabbi Gabi is a wonderful and
compassionate listener with a genuine
love for the people in his community,
and an educated understanding of

mental health. He holds a Masters
in Social Work, giving him the skills
and empathy to see people without
judgement, and to offer support and
practical guidance. Rabbi Gabi has the
keen ability to balance his lighthearted
and outgoing personality with the
difficult side of life, approaching our
many troubles with consideration
and insight.

We encourage all our community
members, whether you attend shule
weekly, once a year or not at all, to
get in touch with us if you or someone
you know needs our support. We offer
support in a variety of ways and are
adaptable and open to the needs of
each individual.
During the past year we have assisted
ARK members and members of the
broader community by providing meals
to those who have taken ill, have lost
a loved one, or just needed a delicious
meal that they didn’t have to cook! Due
to the many generous donations to our
Pay It Forward initiative, we continue
this vital aspect of our support offerings.
Our priority as your Community Centre,
is to be there for you. Should you need
assistance in any way, or know someone
who does, we encourage you to get in
touch with us.

For any Pastoral Care
enquiries, please contact
the office on
8658 4044 or via
office@arkcentre.com.au
Your enquiry will be received
with compassion and any
information you provide will
be treated with the strictest
confidence.
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Industry training
delivered by industry
professionals
We offer training in the
following industry areas
Micro Brewing
Work Health and Safety
including Health and
Safety Representative
Training
Fork Lift
Food Processing
Civil Construction Plant Operations/Road
Construction and
Maintenance/Pipe
Laying
Warehousing
Process Plant
Business
Driving Operations

Calibre delivers training to companies across Queensland, specialising in workplace delivery,
allowing companies to continue with operations with little downtime for training, and tailoring
the training to suit the individual needs of the student and the employer
As a Pre-qualified Supplier with the Queensland Government we are able to offer subsidised
fees on some courses delivered under the Certificate 3 Guarantee and User Choice Programs.
In addition, provide guidance to the employer on state and federal training incentives, that
may
be
available.*Eligibility
criteria
applies
For
more
information
visit:
www.desbt.qld.gov.au/training/providers/funded
To discuss your workplace training options further contact our Team on
1300 283 287 or diannem@calibretd.com
RTO 32394

TIMES
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APS GROUP
Staffing Solutions: Casual | Fixed Term Contract | Permanent | Executive
APS Group is an Australian owned and operated company founded in 1993.
APS Group of Companies, National Service Centre is certified to Quality ISO9001:2015 and OHS ISO45001:2018. We are

committed to providing quality staffing solutions for all clients. Whether you require staff for 1 day, 1 month or ongoing,
we can assist. We are a national business with more than 20 office locations across the country, if you need staff, please
contact us today!

APS has built a reputation for excellence, supplying quality candidates for casual, contract, permanent and Executive roles
to a broad spectrum of business sectors, including:

 Production and Manufacturing  Warehousing and Distribution  Supply Chain Logistics
 Transport  Retail Services  Office and Administration

EXPERIENCE THE APS DIFFERENCE

• Personalised Service • National Presence with Local Delivery • One point of contact Account Management •
Contingent Workforce Management

• Candidate & Client Care • Reporting, Timekeeping, Payroll & Invoicing Services • APS Safety Management System
• On-Site Service Delivery Model

APS work with our clients to define each role to ensure we incorporate the Character First! cultural trait and values that

align with your company’s culture. Our quality certified registration & induction process ensures we conduct relevant preemployment checks which include: -

 Eligibility to Work in Australia  Work History/Reference Checks  100 Point ID Check  Full OHS and safety inductions
 Pre-Employment Drug & Alcohol Testing  Verification of all licences and qualifications  Skills Testing
Other client requested services can also be arranged i.e., Pre-Employment Medical Assessments and Police Checks.

All APS Divisions are fully integrated providing a large resource to ensure our clients’ outcomes are achieved

HIRE FOR CHARACTER – TRAIN FOR SKILL
1300 APS JOBS (1300 277 562)
www.apsgroup.com.au

Melbourne | Sydney | Brisbane | Adelaide | Perth

TIMES
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From the Rabbi’s Desk

A
Place
To
Be
Yourself

Artist impression

Introducing a place where
considered spaces connect to
the heart of celebrated Prahran.
Introducing Anchor Place by Bensons,
featuring one & two bedroom apartments
from $599,000 – $1,299,000.
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From the Rabbi’s Desk

Sales Enquiries
James Raimondo 0413 186 509

anchorplaceprahran.com.au
TIMES
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Smachot @
ARK CENTRE

42
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Smachot @ ARK Centre
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Renaissance Online Supermarket
offers far more variety than the major online retailers.
With the freshest produce, gourmet deli,
on-site butcher, fish and seafood, plus same day
home delivery,
Renaissance is your local online alternative.

www.renshop.com.au

44

shop@renshop.com.au
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ARK Centre
BOARD MEMBERS, MANAGEMENT
TEAM & MAJOR DONORS

BOARD MEMBERS

Terry Better

Ross Goldsmith

David Mandel

Ann Greiman

Michael Naphtali

Gretchen Grodski

Jacques de la Porte

Lionel Krongold

Jeff Shenker

ARK CENTRE TEAM

Rabbi Gabi Kaltmann

Gila Germon

Rebbetzin Mushka
Kantor Kaltmann

Jo Star

ARK CENTRE THANKS OUR DONORS FOR THEIR GENEROUS SUPPORT:
• Erdi Foundation
• Gandel Foundation
• Loti & Victor Smorgon
Family Foundation
• Ann & Michael Greiman
• Annette & Ron Gross
• Bettina & Andrew Schwartz
• Bindy & David Koadlow

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deborah & Graham Goldsmith
Elissa & Dan Feldman
Jonny Orelowitz
Kathy & George Altman
Lisa & Jeffrey Pinch
Lynda & David Mandel
Marian & Lionel Krongold
Family

• Marilyn & Phillippe Zimet
• Michelle & Michael Coppel
• Michelle Jablko & Paul
Wegener
• Naphtali Family
• Naomi & Elliot Swart
• Rosie & Dov Potaznik
• Stephen Wolf

•
•
•
•
•

Susie & Paul Ivany
Suzanne & John Wolf
Talya & Ross Goldsmith
Viv & Harry Rosenberg
Anonymous

Special Thanks:
•
•
•
•

Caulfield Hebrew Congregation for the ongoing loan of a Sefer Torah
Michael Fetter of Tisher Liner FC Law Solicitors as honorary solicitor
Dan Feldman of HR Legal for legal advice
Advertisers and supporters of this publication
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ARK Centre
SUB-COMMITTEES
We are very fortunate at ARK Centre to have a group of people whose energy and
passion are reflected through various sub-committees, all of which strive to
ensure that our community centre remains inviting and inclusive to all who wish
to attend.
To see what the sub-committees have done this year, please read on.
Conversion

Grants

Committee members:
Ann Greiman, Rabbi Gabi Kaltmann,
Michael Naphtali, Jeff Shenker

Committee members: Gretchen
Grodski, David Mandel

Assisting people through the conversion
process in a user-friendly, compassionate
way is part of ARK Centre’s ethos. The
Conversion Committee was established
in 2021 as a sub-committee of the ARK
Centre Board to further assist those who
are part of the ARK Centre Conversion
Candidate program.
The ARK Conversion program consists of
candidates and their partners learning
in a group setting, as well as individual
teaching from Rabbi Gabi or Rebbetzin
Mushka in preparation for sitting the
testing modules with the Melbourne
Beth Din.
The conversion journey for candidates
and their families can be a challenging
one. The committee is there to support
them through the journey; members
include those who have completed the
conversion journey, family members of
conversion candidates and Rabbi Gabi.
We are available to meet with
candidates to discuss any matters, most
especially if they are finding the journey
challenging and need some support.
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The past year has been a busy one for
the Grants Sub-Committee. Covid and
resultant lockdowns saw some oneoff grants from various government
bodies – most of those were handled
by the Finance Team as they were
a little different in their application
and reception process. The more
traditional grants require a “fit-forpurpose” analysis – Does the grant
apply to the ARK? What project would
it be applicable for? Do we have the
resources to implement the project?
What are the requirements of the
Acquittal once it’s complete?
This year, we looked at a number of
government grants at Local, State, and
Federal Level, as well as some in the
private sector. We were successful in
receiving a grant for an upgrade to
some of the kitchen equipment – this
was used to purchase some smaller
appliances for our milchig kitchen which
is substantially smaller than the main
fleishig side.
The Pillars of Light Initiative (which is
detailed elsewhere in the magazine)
received a grant to assist in holding the
event. Our ability to prepare and deliver
over 370 kosher meals in the first 4
months of 2022 was supported by

the Victorian Government through
the Priority Response to Multicultural
Communities during Coronavirus (PRMC)
program. Being able to get kosher food,
often for the Shabbat meal, to those
in Covid Isolation was met with such
gratitude from recipients.
We currently have 2 grant applications
waiting for approval. If these
applications are successful, we will
be able to share some more exciting
projects next year.

Membership
Committee members:
Ann Greiman, Gretchen Grodski, Rabbi
Gabi Kaltmann, David Mandel, Mark Stone
The goal of the membership subcommittee is to encourage new
members to join and existing community
members to renew their membership.
Given the past 2 years of the pandemic,
this has been particularly challenging,
but we are very optimistic that with the
world returning to a ‘new normal’, our
current members and new members will
recognise that their membership is so
much more than attending the High Holy
Days services.
We all have life cycle occasions. Births,
Bar and Bat Mitzvot, weddings, funerals
& Yartzheits. ARK Centre and Rabbi
Gabi are always available for whatever
supporting role is needed.
TIMES

There are a myriad of other community
events throughout the year at ARK
Centre, which can only be provided with
your support via Membership fees and
donations. Please contact
office@arkcentre.com.au
for assistance in renewing your
Membership for 2023/5783.

Security
Committee members: Theo Axarlis
The pandemic brought ARK to a sustained
closure resulting in the suspension of the
ARK Shule Protection Team (SPT) during
the period of lockdowns in line with State
Government Regulations. Since reopening,
attendance has not been at levels that
require SPT although management reports
it is increasing every week.

Shule
Committee members:
Ross Goldsmith, Rabbi Gabi Kaltmann,
Jeff Shenker
The past year has left our community
with memories of how we managed to
maintain our communal Friday Night
Kabbalat Shabbat and Shabbat morning
gatherings whilst keeping us all safe and
operating within frequently changing
government guidelines.
Your Shule committee managed this
time, considering requirements for
pre-registrations, proof of vaccination,
mask wearing, mask not wearing and
back again and now we are out the
other side and endeavouring to regain
a level of normalcy.

In other news, we have had 4 new SPT
join the team, all of whom are current
CSG protectors and fully trained:

A second year of cancellation of our
services and other gatherings over Rosh
Hashanah and Yom Kippur was a difficult
decision to take, but one that ultimately
assisted us all in maintaining a healthy
physical life but in the process, losing
some communal spiritual life.

These new team members are a muchneeded addition to the team which has
now been running for over 5 years with
the same core of dedicated members.

We have been very lucky to be able
to facilitate several very successful
Smachot as we revert to a life of
familiarity –

•
•
•
•
•

Bar and Bat Mitzvot
Family gatherings for Yartzheits
Family gatherings for Baby Namings
Anniversary celebrations
Birthday celebrations

All supported by beautiful Kiddushim to
celebrate the occasion.
The habits of our membership over the
last two years have morphed because
of Covid and we are now, as are
many organisations, in the process of
reeducating and rebuilding ourselves
to moving our kehillah (congregation)
forward. The group of members that
regularly attend to make a minyan at
our services needs your support in the
form of a commitment to attend a service
on whatever periodic basis best suits.
We want to be here to support you when
you need us and to do this we need your
support when others need us.
Our services managed by Rabbi Gabi,
and very ably supported by Gabbai
Jeff, are very user friendly, inclusive,
modern orthodox based services,
offering traditional engagement within
an “ARK framework”. We look forward
to welcoming you back.

We welcome your involvement. If you would like to join a sub-committee,
please reach out to Jo Star manager@arkcentre.com.au

We are proud members of the ARK Centre as it conveys
the essence of Judaism by nourishing Jewish connections
that welcomes community for prayers, simchas, teachings,
programs and events.
– Elle Schwartz
TIMES
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ARK Centre Board Members, Management Team & Major Donors

Additionally, the Membership committee
co-ordinated the delivery of our Rosh
Hashanah gift box, Chanukah candles
and Shmurah Matzah.
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From the Rabbi’s Desk

ARK Centre
EVENT SPACE
FOR HIRE
7 Cato Street Hawthorn East

“We were fortunate to be hosted by the ARK Centre to facilitate Volunteer Training for 100
young adults as they prepare to enter the disability sector and volunteer on Flying Fox camps.
The space was beautiful and functional, creating a positive and productive atmosphere for our
group to engage in the training sessions.”
– Dean Cohen OAM, CEO Flying Fox

ARK Centre is ideal for:
•
•
•

Conferences
Meetings
Workshops

•
•
•

Seminars
Focus Groups
Product Launches

 Public transport accessible
 Accommodation in close proximity (walking
distance) for interstate and international attendees

•
•

Training Sessions
Corporate Wellness
Activities

•
•

Lectures
Company Celebrations

 Adaptable room configuration
 Separate area for breaks and meals
 Flat day rate – no noise or time restrictions

“We used the ARK Centre to hold our 30th Anniversary Exhibition and a series
of events. These were from well over 100 attendees to smaller workshops. The venue
offers flexibility and modern facilities and the team are very supportive and professional.
We’d certainly use the ARK Centre again.”
– Mike Zervos, CEO B’nai B’rith Courage to Care Vic.
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Proud supporters of The Ark Centre
The Tatarka Family
Always striving to support our community organisations

INSURANCE
INNOVATION
EXPERTISE &
SUPPORT

1300 726 200 | scottwinton.com.au
MELBOURNE Level 1, 222 St Kilda Road, St Kilda VIC 3182
SYDNEY Suite 501, Level 5, 1 Newland St, Bondi Junction NSW 2022
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Keep
IN TOUCH
We’d love for you to be up to date with all the goings-on at ARK Centre. We have multiple channels for you to stay connected
with us and join in the ARK Centre conversation.
Also, if you advise us of important dates relevant to your family such as yahrtzeits, smachot etc, we will send you reminders and
acknowledge accordingly. Please do so by emailing office@arkcentre.com.au
Weekly Newsletter
Each Thursday we email our newsletter detailing upcoming events and speakers, exciting Shabbat and Yom Tov programs,
Rabbi Gabi’s thought-provoking weekly message and any pertinent news from around the community. If you don’t currently
receive our newsletter, please contact the office or head to our website and sign up at the bottom of the home page.
ARK Centre Website – www.thearkcentre.org.au
Here you’ll find all relevant information relating to life cycle events as well as
programs and upcoming events
Social Media
We post video messages, event reminders and some great pictures too!

@arkcentre1

@arkcentre

ARK is a place where I can disconnect
from the busyness of life and where my
family can enrich our Judaism values
and always eat the yummiest food!
– Teri Lichtenstein

We always feel a sense of connection, familiarity
and warmth when we visit The ARK Centre.
– The Swart Family
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BAYSIDE’S HOME OF DENTISTRY
Our dental services will give you
something to smile about!
VOTED BAYSIDE’S NO.1 CLINIC

CONTACT US NOW 9585 8282

ONLINE BOOKINGS AVAILABLE

1337 Nepean Hwy
Cheltenham VIC 3192
info@yourdentistree.com.au
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High Holy Days
2022/5783
Rosh Hashanah

Yom Kippur

Tuesday 11 October

Sunday 25 September

Tuesday 4 October

Second Day Succot

Erev Rosh Hashanah

Fast Commences and Candle
Lighting 7:09pm

Morning Service to commence at
10:00am, Kiddush to follow

Kol Nidre service at 7:15pm

Yom Tov ends 8:13pm

Candle Lighting 6:01pm
Service to commence at 6:00pm.
Kiddush provided.

Wednesday 5 October

Monday 26 September

9:30am Shacharit

First Day Rosh Hashanah

11:15am Yizkor

Shacharit to commence at
9:30am, finish approx. 12:30pm

1:00pm Break commences

Shofar Blowing approx. 11:30am
Kiddush to follow service
Tashlich – meet at ARK Centre at
5:15pm for Tashlich at 5:30pm

6:15pm Mincha followed by Neilah
Fast concludes at 8:07pm
Light refreshments will be served
to break the fast

Candle Lighting from pre-existing
flame at 6:59pm
Tuesday 27 September

Second Day Rosh Hashanah
Shacharit to commence at
9:30am, finish approx. 12:30pm

Shemini Atzeret
Candle Lighting 7:20pm
Monday 17 October

Shemini Atzeret
Morning Service to commence at
10:00am
Yizkor 11:00am

Simchat Torah
Evening service to commence at
6:00pm. Kiddush and dancing to
follow

Second Night Rosh Hashanah
Mincha Service to commence at
6:30pm followed by Kiddush

Sunday 16 October

Succot
Sunday 9 October

Erev Succot
Candle Lighting 7:13pm
Evening service to commence at
7:00pm. Kiddush in the succah to
follow

Shofar Blowing approx. 11:30am

Monday 10 October

Kiddush to follow service

First Day Succot

Yom Tov Ends 7:00pm

Morning Service to commence at
10:00am, Kiddush to follow

Candle Lighting 8:19pm from
pre-existing flame
Tuesday 18 October

Simchat Torah
Morning Service to commence at
10:00am, Kiddush and dancing to
follow
Yom Tov ends 8:20pm

Second Night Succot
Candle Lighting 8:12pm from
pre-existing flame
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The market leaders for all your
commercial real estate needs

Commercial Sales & Leasing

Property Advisory

Industrial Sales & Leasing

Englobo Land Sales

Development Site Sales

Residential Sales & Leasing

Asset Management

Level 1, 30 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000

TIMES
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03 9654 8666
gwicr.com.au
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ARK’s
FAVOURITE
RECIPES
We all have our favourite Jewish recipes which are our
‘go to’ for chagim, smachot and comfort.
Below are three of our favourites, tried and tested
many, many times.
ENJOY!!!

Chicken Soup
Ingredients
10 kosher chicken frames
5 kosher chicken necks
1 large leek
10 carrots
3 sticks celery
1 bunch of dill
½ bunch parsley
Salt to taste

Method
Fill large pot with hot water and wait
for it to boil.
Add vegetables and wait
to boil.
Add chicken frames and chicken
necks and let simmer for 3+ hours.
Strain soup and add salt to taste.
Skim fat off the top.

Chef’s tip: purchase mesh
bags from Kosher Butcher
and place all ingredients in
bags so soup remains clear
with no straining required
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Did you know?

Ingredients
• 1 ¾ cups plain flour
• 2 cups caster sugar
• ¾ cup cocoa powder
• 1 ½ tsp baking powder
• 1 ½ tsp bi-carb soda
(baking soda)
• 1 tsp salt
• 2 eggs

Since we began in early 2017…
we have held 234 cooking sessions
engaged 4,137 volunteers
provided 15,080 meals
helped 22,732 individuals
delivered over 2,795 pantry boxes

• 1 cup milk
• ½ cup vegetable oil
• 1 ½ tsp vanilla essence
• 1 cup boiling water

Method
Preheat oven to 180 – no fan; 150-160 with fan.
Combine dry ingredients in a large mixing bowl. Add eggs,
milk, oil and vanilla. Beat with electric mixer on medium
speed for 2 minutes. Remove mixer stir in boiling water
by hand.
Pour the batter into a greased and lined 8” (20cm) tin with
paper exceeding the height of the tin.
Bake for 60-70 minutes. Test with skewer inserted into
centre of cakes and comes out clean. Cool for 10 minutes
in pan then remove from pan and cool completely.

It's wonderful to be back in the ARK kitchen! We are so
grateful for the Ark Centre's ongoing support since the
beginning of our OVK journey in 2017, and feel extremely
fortunate to be aligned with such a warm and inclusive
community based organisation.
With renewed energy and two new amazing team members, Rochelle and Lisa, we are pleased that in 2022 we've
been able to resume our regular volunteer cooking
sessions. It has been truly wonderful to have our terrific
team of volunteers back in the kitchen. Our volunteers are
the backbone of OVK.
Many amazing Ark members have joined our cooking
sessions, creating nutritious meals that are delivered to
the doors of Jewish Care recipients.
If you would be interested to learn more about Our Village
Kitchen or to join us for a cooking session, please visit our
website
We look forward to seeing you in the kitchen soon for an
OVK session
Romy, Lisa, Rochelle, Lisa and Lani

Honey Cake
Ingredients
• 3 eggs
• 1 cup caster sugar
• 3/4 cup oil
• 1/2 tsp bicarb soda
• 1 cup honey
• 1 cup plain flour
• 1 cup self-raising flour
• 1 cup boiling water

Baking time

Don’t forget to follow OVK for more updates

Square, rectangular, or circular tin – 1 hour
Ring Tin (ideal) – 40-45 minutes
Muffins – 16-18 minutes

our village kitchen

Your ongoing support

Method
Preheat oven to 160 degrees fan forced.
Beat eggs and sugar. Add oil, bicarb, honey and beat well.
(TIP: use the same measuring cup for the oil THEN the
honey and the honey will slide out of it easily).
Add flours and beat well. Add boiling water and beat well.
Bake in oven.
It is a VERY runny cake batter – don’t panic!!
TIMES

ourvillagekitchen

We are so grateful and value the support of the
community, not only those who have volunteered
their time in the kitchen, but those that have
donated money to keep OVK going.
Together we can make a real difference.
If you would like to make a donation to help,
please contact hello@ourvillagekitchen.com.au
or visit our website to make your direct donation.
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ARK’s favourite recipes

Chocolate Cake

Hawthorn
East
Discover
our large
Kosher
range

Have you tried our new
Direct to boot service?

Hand picked groceries,
hand delivered to
your boot
Have you tried our Direct to boot service at Hawthorn
East? Order online and one of our Personal Shoppers will
hand pick your order with care, then place it straight in
your car boot.
Find out more at woolworths.com.au

Min. spend $30 for Pick up. See website for full T&Cs.

Butcher shop

Bread baked daily for you

From the deli

Sensational seafood

Our in-store butcher can slice your
selection of 100% Australian meat.

Our new bakery offers artisan-style bread
and sweet treats every day of the week.

We can slice or shave your meats the way
you like it – thick, thin or shaved.

100% Tasmanian salmon.

HomeCo Hawthorn East, cnr Toorak & Auburn Rds
105583_ARK_Full_Page_184x274mm.indd 1
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/spotlightstores

CONNECT WITH US
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spotlightstores.com

@spotlightstores

ANACONDASTORES.COM

CONNECT WITH US
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How are we getting
exceptional results for
our clients?
Because we care more
Our Capital Markets team has the technical expertise, market
intelligence and industry contacts to help you make the best
property decisions.
For all of your commercial property needs, partner with us today.
+61 3 9668 6777 | capitalmarkets.vic@ap.jll.com

(From Left to Right): MingXuan Li 李名轩, Jesse Radisich, Madeleine Pizzey, Chloe Davidson, Tim Carr,
Annabelle Crowe, Josh Rutman, Kimberley Pranata, Marlene Lim, Mark Stafford, Joy Gu 古文乐 and Nick Peden

Register for our monthly
market updates
PROUD SPONSOR OF
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We listen, we provide solutions, you get results.

Offering free legal advice over whiskey and herring on
Friday afternoons
Some of our team members you may know are:

Dan Feldman

Georgie Chapman

Phoebe Tolich

David Sztrajt

Managing Partner

Partner

Senior Associate

Senior Associate

Anat Hirsh

Rohan Ajzensztat

Senior Associate

Associate

We resolve your employment issues so you can have a “shabbat shalom”.
32 Garden Street
South Yarra, VIC, 3141

03 9948 2450
www.hrlegal.com.au

THE MEDICAL CLINIC HAWTHORN

Dr Barry Teperman
Genera l Family Practice
שנה טובה וגמר חתימה טובה

585 Glenferrie Rd Hawthorn
OPPOSITE HAWTHORN LIBRARY

tmchawthorn.com.au
Telephone: 03 9818 1146

TIMES
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The Kline Family
Would like to wish the
ARK Centre Community
a healthy & happy Shana Tova!

Best wishes for a happy,
healthy and peaceful
New Year.
Paul Kallenbach
and the partners
of MinterEllison

TIMES
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Joan and Jonny
together with the whole
Lurie-Orelowitz family
wish ARK Centre
and its congregation a

Ophthalmology, Optometry and exclusive

happy healthy and peaceful

eyewear in one location

Shana Tova

NOW OFFERING DRY EYE
TREATMENTS
(03) 9826 0740
467 Toorak Road, Toorak, Melbourne

Learn more at eyescan.com.au
Learn more at reallygreatsite.com

www.omnico.com.au
TIMES
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Charter Keck Cramer
delivers expert property advice
achieved through a multidisciplinary
capability, drawing on the skills and
experience of industry leading
specialists.
Capital Advisory Valuations Projects Research & Strategy
MELBOURNE

1300 242 787

Family Practice & Skin Cancer Clinic

SYDNEY

BRISBANE

charterkc.com.au

GOLD COAST

SINGAPORE

enquiry@charterkc.com.au

Tacye and Phillip Ross,
together with our family,

High Street Medical Clinic
139 High Street
Prahran 3181
PH 03 9510 5500
www.hsmc.com.au

wish ARK Centre
and its congregation

a Healthy and Happy
Shana Tova

Our purpose is to ensure the
health and wellbeing of our patients
is optimised through
prevention, screening and personalised care.
Telehealth
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(03) 9510 5500

Book Online
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we get it!
commercial, property,
entertainment, disputes
Level 2, 240 Chapel St, Prahran
9510 9888 sanickilawyers.com.au

Pick up your copy of
The Melbourne Jewish Report
at Coles and Woolworths
in Jewish areas
or view it online at
www.thejewishreport.com.au

TIMES
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www.jwire.com.au

Quality supply and installation of carpet,
vinyl & floating floors for home & industry.
Textural Fink offer a custom manufacturing
service for unique carpets and a fully
inclusive professional service to ensure
quality standards are achieved.
Book online at mint dental.com.au

Armadale Clinic

9509 5885

armadale.info@mintdental.com.au
106 Wattletree Road, Armadale 3143

Malvern Clinic

9509 3368

malvern.info@mintdental.com.au
45 Station Street, Malvern 3144

Preventative dentistry is a key point
of difference at Mint Dental.
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+(0) 418 311 161
tony@texturalfink.com.au
PO Box 136 St Kilda VIC 3182
www.texturalfink.com
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THE AUSTRALIAN MUSIC THEATRE
RESEARCH INSTITUTE

‘because musicals matter’

www.tamtri.com.au
Director: Dr Peter Wyllie Johnston
Associate Professor & Principal Fellow (Hon)
Faculty of Fine Arts and Music
University of Melbourne
Email: peterj@unimelb.edu.au

Shana Tova
Umetukah!
The team at Quintessential Equity
wish Shana Tova to all of our
investors, business associates
and friends, together with their
families. May you have a healthy
and happy New Year and be well
over the Fast.

QE is a property private equity
business specialising in the
regeneration and development
of commercial property on behalf
of sophisticated investors.

quintessential.com.au
AFS Licence 347953
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- With Compliments -

